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Once Finland broke this taboo, it is going to easier for Germany to pull out itself from an escalating
national disaster without inviting any kind of problem all from across Europe, or this is what it is
being argued. Hans-Olaf Henkel the former head of the industry federation of Germany had to say
that they cannot start this off, leaving the euro zone but Finland can very much do this.

The policy of the elites of Berlin is very constrained by their honorable feelings of the moral duty
towards the euro zone which might be getting misdirected now. But they cannot bring themselves to
be the one to plunge the dagger. Thilo Sarrazin earlier Bundes Banker, is of the view that they are
very much driven by the very German reflex that the Holocaust & WWII will only be agreed for finally
when all our interests, which are inclusive of the money, that is in the hands of Europe.

The exit of Finland from the Euro zone or FIXIT as they say in Helsinki might not at all take place
and might just be a hypothesis. The country of Finland as such as no moral duty to fulfill against the
Europe. They had not joined the European Union until the year 1995, and only then with the dissent
which was widespread. Timo Soini who is the leader of the True Finns party was of the view that
both Sweden as well as Denmark had held referendums on the euro, and both of them had give no
as their answer. But Finland was never asked to caste its vote which was actually a mistake. Thus
this state is not protected into ritual assent with anyone. Quickly apply with tfs loans and get quick
money for your emergency needs.

The country of Finland had obeyed the rules of the membership of the European Union with utmost
care, while the others had gamed the system. The foreign minister Erkki Tuomioja of the country
had to say in this regard that their Lutheran morality if they will. Alone they had also come face to
face with the fiscal implications of the EMU for small economies out of cyclical alignment. The
budget surplus of Finland was 5.3 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at the top of the
boom in the year 2007. While that of Greece was in the deficit of was 6.5 per cent in deficit.
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